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Message from the Country Representative
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Greater Manas & Northern Protected Area Complex
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WWF Bhutan also supported research on Red Pandas and hornbills which will be used to
address critical habitat protection measures for the species.
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Socio-economic and biodiversity and surveys
were completed for the revision of the park’s
conservation management plan.
The survey team identifying plant species during the biodiversity survey in JSWNP
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The survey covered altitude ranges between
606m and 3550m and a total of eight ecological
zones.

Northern Protected Area Complex: Bumdeling
Study tours and exchange programs
were organized to update scientific
knowledge and skills of the park staff.
These tours also helped them learn
SMART

(Spatial

Monitoring

And

Reporting Tools) Patrol system to
identify poaching hotspots, manage
eco-tourism and to conduct Tiger
research.
With support from WWF, the park
has also been able to start camera trap
exercises that will help gather data on
the presence of Snow leopards in high
altitude areas of the sanctuary.
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Picture: A model of Bumdeling Wildlife
Sanctuary made by Students
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NPAC-Bumdeling
Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary’s (BWS) conservation management
plan has now been revised with technical and financial support from
WWF Bhutan.
The park was in dire need to revise the plan with increasing
developmental activities carried out in and around the park. The last
management plan for the park expired in 2007.
Rapid biodiversity and socio-economic surveys were also initiated
which helped in training field staff on data entry and analysis. This
has also garnered renewed support from government partners to
deal with emerging conservation challenges.
To monitor anti-poaching, WWF helped procure equipment which
were put to test during the last Cordyceps patrolling in the north.
The equipment now serves as a vital means of communication when
other ways are not feasible.

Road construction in Bumdeling, Trashiyangtse.
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World Wetland Day: WWF Bhutan celebrated the 2nd world
wetland day with a renewed spirit as two of its wetlands were

High Altitude Wetlands

declared wetlands of international importance under the Ramsar
convention. The event was held in Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary,
one of the two Ramsar sites in the country.
The Watershed Management Division of the Department of
Forest and Park Services is now studying the feasibility of declaring
four new Ramsar sites with support from WWF Bhutan. The field
data collection for all the new sites has been completed.
Under the project, the sites will be assessed on biodiversity, socioeconomic, cultural, and other values as well as the hydrological
and freshwater features.

Black-necked Cranes: Along with the Royal Society for
Protection of Nature (RSPN), WWF Bhutan initiated an annual
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conference where stakeholders agreed to share annual data on
status of Black-necked cranes in all the wintering areas, status
on their habitat and juvenile recruitment. Based on the new

The number of Black-necked Cranes roosting in Bumdeling is dwindling every
winter because of habitat degradation

monitoring protocol, the following data was gathered:
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Black-necked Crane survey
Name of Habitat
Phobjikha
Bumdeling
Khotokha
Chumey
Total
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No. of Cranes
368 (46 juvenile)
107 (10 juvenile)
7
5
487

Bhutan has been able to initiate a first of its kind

Study on HAWs

studies on new aquatic macro-invertebrate species.
According to a WWF-supported study done by Ugyen
Wangchuck Institute for Conservation of Environment
(UWICE), the wetland ecosystems in the country have
rich diversity of macro-invertebrates.
This ecological study of High Altitude Wetland (HAW)
ecosystems in Bhutan was conducted in four major
High Altitude Wetlands, namely; Tampe Tsho, Nub
Tshonapatra, Tshokar-Tshona and Jigme Langtsho.
All study sites recorded considerable socio-cultural
significance and high ecological values threatened
by pollution, over-harvesting natural resources and
overgrazing.
Bhutan has a total estimate of 3,027 high altitude lakes.
These lakes are important sources of freshwater for
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communities and the hydropower sector as it is a major
One of the Wetlands of International Importance under the Ramsar
Convention in Bumdeling.
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revenue generator for the Bhutanese economy.

WWF Bhutan has been able to mobilize and engage communities
to take ownership of conservation efforts in the park by forming
community-based resource management groups. With this
initiative, communities have helped improve issues of waste
management which, in turn, has helped improve people’s living.

Northern Protected Area
Complex: JDNP

The communities were also trained on managing community
groups. The park staff also conducted an inventory of cultural
and religious sites to conserve the rich cultural biodiversity in
JDNP and to promote cultural tourism as well. This will help
reduce pressure on natural resources.
Foresters were sent on study tours to visit National Parks in
Thailand which helped them improve park management and
monitoring by using SMART patrolling. Foresters are now able
to independently measure, monitor and mitigate poaching by
using data from surveys.
The construction of a forest check post at Dodeyna has been
completed and taken over by the park management. This has
already shown significant improvement in monitoring movement

Picture: A Pallas Cat found in JDNP during the Snow Leopard Survey

and flow of people and natural resources in and out of the park.
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To sustainably manage water and other natural resources linked to it, WWF-Bhutan
and the Watershed Management Division (WMD) of the Department of Forest
and Park Services have started developing an Integrated River Basin Management

Securing the Water
Towers of Asia

plan for the Kulong Chhu river basin in Trashi Yangtse.
The project was initiated to build climate change resilience by securing ecosystem
services for conservation and sustainable economic development.
The project also complements government’s plans of improving irrigation, soil
conservation and plantation in Bumdeling geog. The project will help frame the
management plan for Bumdeling Wetland Conservation which is now a Ramsar
site.
The Kulongchhu sub-basin gets an annual rainfall of about 3,000mm. Every
monsoon, steep slopes, landslides, debris flows and floods regularly destroys
habitat for Black-necked Cranes, agricultural land and property.
People in the basin depend mostly on mixed farming and face problems due to

Securing water sources in Bhutan is one of the priorities of the govt
because of hydropower
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shortage of irrigation water and lack of clean drinking water.
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WCP Black bear study
Asiatic Black Bear Study: The recently completed Asiatic Black Bear
study in Wangchuck Centennial Park (WCP) recommends, among others,
ways to distinguish areas used by Asiatic Black Bears from that of those
used by corn farmers to reduce human-bear conflicts.
As recommended by the study that was done with support from WWF,
such measures have to be adopted in face of expanding cultivation
areas and increasing number of livestock raring. Since the community
in WCP depend highly on farming and livestock for livelihood, livestock
depredation is found to be one of the major limiting factors in conserving
black bears.
In 2010 alone, 17 cows, six yaks and four horses were killed by Black
Bears in WCP. The study estimates that bears could have mauled more
than 40 people since the 1960s till 2010.
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A himalayan Black Bear found in WCP during the
human-blackbear conflict survey.

Integrated Conservation Development Programs
More than half of the communities in Bumthang have benefitted
through alternative income generation initiatives of WWF such as
establishment and promotion of farmhouses.
According to an assessment of Integrated Conservation Development
Programs (ICDPs), activities such as formation of women’s weaver
association have helped many farmers in self employment and income
generation.
ICDPs have not only had immediate impacts on reducing pressure
and dependence on natural resources but also garnered community
support and ownership in conservation programs.
As the largest protected area in the country, the park is home to 693
vascular plants, 41 mammal species, 250 bird species and 46 butterfly
©WWF Bhutan

species. However, there are 10,588 people residing within the park who
are primarily agro-pastoralist nomadic herders. Hence the issue of

Eco camp trails and homestays in Choekhortoe, Bumthang are some of the major
alternative livelihood initiatives of WWF.
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conserving wildlife while also satisfying the needs of the community
will remain a challenge.

Transboundary Manas Conservation Area (TraMCA)
Trans-boundary coordination meetings were held
to enhance joint efforts of foresters in India and
Bhutan. This has been instrumental in sharing
intelligence information and building a strong working
relationship.
Through such coordination, law enforcement agencies
in both countries have been able to track down illegal
wildlife traders. As a result of such cooperation,
foresters in Rangia, Assam were able to get hold of
a Bhutanese truck loaded with illegal timber on 18th
May, 2013.
In Phibsoo and Khaling Wildlife Sanctuaries (KWS),
border patrols were initiated to monitor poachers and
joint patrols were also done with armed forces.
With these enhanced monitoring systems in place,
no fresh signs of poaching have been detected in the
area.

©WWF Bhutan

Guard post in KWS: Above: after renovation. Below: Before renovation.
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Sign surveys were carried out in Phibsoo Wildlife Sanctuary (PWS) for monitoring bio-diversity and gathering information on wildlife for better management
interventions. The survey for the lower half of the sanctuary has been completed while the survey is yet to be done in the upper half. The sign surveys have
unveiled strong evidences of prey species and relatively low evidences of predators. There are evidences of gaurs, wild boar, and sambar and spotted deer.

Spotted deers found in Phibsoo Wildlife Sanctuary

©WWF Bhutan
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WWF also supported a study on Golden
Langur through which the park was able to
study its group size, demographic pattern,
habitat preferences and distribution.

The

report found that Golden Langurs in RMNP
are found between 112 m to 1714 m and at an
average group size of seven individuals.
Foresters have been trained on biodiversity
survey methodologies; research and camera
trapping techniques which will help in
implementing planned research activities.

A Golden Langur with an offspring in Royal Manas National Park
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A guard post was renovated in a poaching hotspot in RMNP to accommodate more patrolling staff and increase patrolling frequency. A 50 decimal land
area in Tanzema was also acquired to construct a new guard post. A five-acre grassland at Specialthang was also revived for herbivores which could attract
tourists for wildlife sighting. In addition, 40 salt licks and 42 waterholes were mapped by the park staffs by end of June, 2013.

Specialthang: A WWF supported grassland management efforts in Royal Manas National Park
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Anti-poaching & illegal wildlife trade
To improve illegal wildlife trade monitoring, WWF brought
together various national law enforcement agencies last year.
During the program, participants were also trained in sciencebased methods used to ascertain wildlife species through forensics.
WWF also facilitated a detailed ground survey and mapping
of musk deer poaching hotspots in Dodeyna, Thimphu. These
initiatives have helped monitor and curb illegal wildlife trade
along the Indo-Bhutan border.
Equipped with improved intelligence networking between the
Forest Protection and Surveillance Unit (FPSU) and other law
enforcement agencies; officials have been able to apprehend
number of illegal wildlife traders.
Last year, officials along the southern borders apprehended a
©WWF Bhutan/DoFPS

WWF’s anti-poaching efforts have helped detect a number of illegal wildlife
trade activities.

person who was transporting Tiger skin from India. Another
culprit was apprehended possessing a dead Himalayan Black
Bear. The officials were tipped off by informants through the
UK funded project that many apprehensions were made.
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Anti-poaching efforts in the park have been instrumental
in bringing out vital data on poaching. According to
reports, patrol teams in the park have mapped poaching
hotspots and destroyed more than 100 snares and traps
laid by poachers.
To address human-wildlife conflict in the park, the
research and development centre under the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forests has developed a sound and light
device with electric fencing for chasing wild animals.
Park residents are hopeful that such devices will help
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mitigate crop destruction.

SMART patrolling
Rangers in Khaling, Phibsoo Wildlife Sanctuaries
(PWS) and Royal Manas National Park (RMNP) now
approach their daily patrol routines differently.
They take note of every little detail like remains
of hunting camps and snares. The rangers are now
equipped enough to detect and analyze crime scenes.
Ever since WWF’s Tigers Alive Initiative has trained
the rangers on Spatial Monitoring and Reporting
Tools (SMART), monitoring poachers has improved.
Foresters carryout anti-poaching operations by
analyzing patrol information and gathering evidences.

Picture: Rangers trying out new patrol tactics at a
dummy crime scene during the training
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FY 13 Revenue in USD

FY 13 Expenses

0.004 mil

8%
0.533 mil

31%

21%

0.748 mil

40%

0.853 mil

PSF sources via WWF NOs

Species

Trusts and Foundations

Climate change
Forest

WWF Network

Others

WWF US sources
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